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Fig. 6 Theoretical comparison of computational complexity

Thus in the context of multimedia encryption it is required to take the
quality of a reconstruction (by an adversary on the basis of the ciphertext)
into account. An adversary, who tries to break a multimedia encryption system, is successful if she can efficiently compute a “high quality” reconstruction of the original multimedia datum. Which quality constitutes a security
threat highly depends on the targeted application scenario [4]. In [34] this
multimedia-specific security notion is termed MQ-security (message quality),
similar concepts can be found in the multimedia encryption literature [28, 21].

5.1 Usual Security Analysis: Key Space
Commonly a multimedia encryption security analysis consists of counting the
key space. The common conclusion is that if the key space is large enough
the proposed approach is believed to be secure. As we the number of possible
WP is huge even for moderate maximum decomposition depth (e.g., 2261.6
for isotropic g = 5, and 21321.9 for an anisotropic depth of 10). Thus the
common conclusion would be to consider the scheme secure. Additionally the
quality of a reconstruction with a wrong key is often analyzed in literature.
However, if we try to decode a JPEG2000 codestream with a wrong WP the
decoder will not be able to decode an image, as the WP is required for the
decoding. Information, such as the subband / codeblock size and the number
of codeblocks in a subband, which is required to make sense of the coded
data, is missing. Thus a naive attacker would need to test half of the possible
WP before the correct is identified (on average). A futile approach given the
number of WP!

